
Psychology 1030 Course Syllabus  
Revised for fall 2014 
   

Course Information  

Course Description:  A study of basic psychological principles, terms, and research. 
Emphasis on conceptual approaches to psychology, research 
methods, biological basis of behavior, psychological 
development, sensory processes, perception, learning and 
conditioning, memory, thought, language and intelligence. 3 
hours credit.  

Course Objectives:  Be able to define and give original examples of concepts related 
to theories designed to explain, describe, predict and control 
psychological functioning in healthy functioning and disease 
conditions related to the topics listed above. Be able to write 
statement papers to these related topics using correct APA style 
citations.  

Prerequisites  READ 0810, ENGL 0810 

Course Topics:  Basic differences in the foundations of psychological theory will 
be introduced. Explanations will be studied about the latest 
advances in research connected to: biological explanations for 
human psychology; critical effects of sensory abilities on human 
perceptions; impact of altered consciousness related to sleep, 
dreaming, hypnosis and drugs; importance of learning and 
remembering effectively in order to build highly effective 
problem solving and intelligence; and abnormal psychology. We 
will also study research about cultural and gender differences 
related to these above topics.  

  

Specific Course Requirements and 
attendance requirements:  

When in the classroom turn off all cell phone, text messaging and 
portable media devices until given assignments to use them as 
tools for an in class task. Taking notes for class is accepted but 
playing with devices, sending, and receiving messages are not. 

Please follow the DSCC Attendance Requirements which can be 
found in DSCC catalog/student handbook. 



 

Attendance is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT and will be taken at each 
class meeting.  
Attendance IS PART of your grade and does result in a lower 
grade and/or a non-passing grade for excessive and intermittent 
absences. 
 
Additionally, if a student is absent two class meetings in a row 
and/or only attends class randomly (instructor discretion), that 
student will be marked as STOPPED ATTENDING in the DSCC 
official website, which may result in the loss of financial aid and 
that student may very well have to repay the financial aid they 
have received.  

Any students owing the college, state, and/or federal government 
(financial aid) money will not be eligible for further financial aid, 
scholarships, etc. . Your transcripts will not be released to any 
other institution until financial arrangements have been made for 
repayment.  

Also, students who are marked as STOPPED ATTENDING or NEVER 
ATTENDED will have to complete a financial aid appeal, with 
documentation of some sort of extenuating circumstance and 
may or may not be granted further financial aid assistance. 

Of course, if emergencies and/or extreme illnesses occur you will 
need to contact your instructor before class to report why you 
will be absent. This does not mean you will necessarily be able to 
continue in class when the amount of absences will result in the 
inability of a student to obtain and participate in an adequate 
level of learning experiences. Again, excessive absences will 
result in a STOPPED ATTENDING status and your Financial Aid 
may be affected. 

Participation points will be lost if electronic devices are used 
without permission. Participation points will account for 20% of 
the class grade. Participation points will be lost and dismissal 
from class may occur when unauthorized use is discovered. Talk 
with the teacher ahead of time to make a decision and an 
arrangement if there is an ongoing emergency or an 
accommodation is urgent. 
 



Everyone is responsible to read emails and check with other 
students concerning any announcements when classes are 
missed. 

Assignments are always due on dates assigned. Late work will 
lose points unless other arrangements have been agreed upon in 
writing.  

All work will be completely and correctly labeled on the outside 
and the inside of any sent files. If any work is not fully and 
properly proper labeled, no grade may be assigned.  A correct file 
label will list:  

Psychology 1030, the Section number, Last name, then First 
name, the Name of the assignment, and the Date.  
For example, if someone’s name is Sydney Brown and someone is 
doing lesson #2, the  correct label for the file would be:  

PSYCH 1030 Brown, Sidney Lesson 2 (Part A), and the date.  

Using this way to label files will make them always easy to find 
and turn in correctly. If sharing a computer with someone this 
labelling system becomes critical. 

Textbooks, Supplementary Materials, Hardware and Software Requirements  

Required Textbooks:  Spencer Rathus PSYC 3 from Wadsworth Cengage Learning (3rd 
edition) 

ISBN# 13:978-1-133-96080-5 
ISBN#-10:1-133-96080-4 

Supplementary Materials:  Use Microsoft word software or save and send work as "rich text 
format" only. OTHER software will typically not be unreadable in 
the campus D2L computer system.  
Work that is not typed and or is not readable is not acceptable 
for assignments and documents.  

Use some automated tool to check spelling and grammar. Please 
use the DSCC free laboratory computers in the LRC or computer 
labs. Be certain if doing so to email all documents to your address 
and put them on a jump drive. People may also find free word 
processing software by going on the internet to Open 
Office.com 



Open Office is a free web site for writing software if you have 
not bought Microsoft Word.  

Software Requirements:  Use Microsoft Word or save any documents in "rich text file 
format" to insure compatibility with D2L. Any one may go to 
Open Office on the internet for free word processing software. 
Always use an automated spelling and grammar check system on 
all assignments.  

Repeated errors in spelling and grammar as well as messy work 
will result in lower grades.  

Instructor Information  

Instructor Name:  Julie L. Griggs, M.S. 

Instructor Contact Information:  Please use the e-mail function in this class to contact me. 

Office Hours:  My office is located at the main administrative area of the DSCC 
Gibson County Center.  
       Phone: 731-855-1419     Fax: 731-855-4865 
       Office Hours are:  Mondays & Wednesdays, 9 -11 a.m. 
                                        Tuesdays & Thursdays 1- 3 p.m.       
Additional hours are available by appointment. 
I also serve as the Director of the Gibson County Center. Therefore there 
will be times that I will have to be away from the center during my listed 
office hours.  I suggest you call before traveling to the center. 

Instructor Response Time:  I will make every attempt to respond to course email within 24-
36 hours during the work week.  
In emergency situations and/or time sensitive situations, you may 
utilize my regular DSCC email at griggs@dscc.edu  

Assessment and Grading  

Testing Procedures:  Exams will be given within the classroom setting. 
Unless there is an emergency, severe illness, or some sort of 
extenuating circumstance, makeup exams are not permitted.  
 
      NOTIFICATION must be received BEFORE the exam time. 
      DO NOT expect to simply walk into class at the next class 
     meeting and expect to be permitted to take a make-up exam.  
 
    There must be a valid reason and must be approved by the 

mailto:griggs@dscc.edu


    instructor BEFORE the Exam date. Therefore, make-up exams 
    are RARE. 
 
Exam reviews will be conducted before the exam date during 
class 
All course assignments must be submitted online 
(course/assignment dropbox) and typed. 
 
All assignments MUST have the proper heading on the 
assignments 
Ex. PSYCH 1030 Brown, Sidney Lesson 2 (Part A), and the date.  

Grading Procedures:  Three (3) Exams worth 100 points each                           300 points 
(No makeup exams unless extenuating circumstances and approved by 
 instructor BEFORE exam date – see info above) 
 
Four (4) Course Projects worth 50 points each               200 points 
Topics to be determined with class input.  
 
Class participation & etiquette                                            20 
pointsClass attendance (5 points/class meeting)            110 points 

Total Points                                                                      630 points                                    
All work may be done as early ahead of time as desired but work will 
have to be turned in at least by the due date.  

Late assignments will lose 10 points for each day they are late past the 
due date.  

ALWAYS save copies of any work on a jump drive and/or hard 
drive of your computer before turning in assignments. 

Grading Scale:  567-630 points          =  A 
504-566 points          =  B 
441-503 points          =  C 
378-440 points          =  D 
Below 378 points      =  F 

Assignments and Participation  

Assignments and Projects:  Use standard punctuation, grammar, spelling and citing original 
expert sources in APA style. That will always be expected in all 
assignments.  

 



Use professional journal articles found on college’s LRC (learning 
resource center) portion of the DSCC website (www.dscc.edu) 

PSYCH ARTICLES in the LRC or other LRC offered options like EBCO 
HOST and INFOTRAC can be used to find scientific information. 
Other good websites are the American Medical Association or 
American Psychological Association to find good reference 
sources for a college level work.  
Always cite and list author(s), recent year of publication, and a 
professional juried journal or book publisher source.  

Encyclopedias, newspapers, popular magazines, or newsletter 
articles and self-published web sites are NOT research based 
resources. Always remember to use APA style format.  

 Any plagiarizing or cheating will result in a failing grade.  

Use the automated plagiarizing detector "Turn It In.com" tool to 
make sure you have appropriately cited. When you submit your 
work your instructor also uses “Turn-It-In” to check for 
plagiarism. 

Be sure to proofread for errors and correct mistakes. Late work 
will lose quality points. Late work is only accepted by 
arrangement and agreement with the teacher.  

Assignment Schedule:                          TBA (To Be Announced) 

Punctuality:  Course attendance and participation is expected, as is coming to 
class on time. The expectation is that students will come to class 
regularly, on time, and prepared and that assignments will be 
submitted on time or early.   

Discussion:  Completing and participating in all class assignments and 
discussions is expected. If called on in class, always add a 
comment or ask a question to participate. Failing to come to class 
on time, not asking questions, not contributing to class 
discussions, being absent, not joining group work tasks, and 
texting during class means that someone is failing to participate. 
            (Texting in class always prohibited). 
Texting will result in the loss of the 5 attendance points for that 
day and the student may be asked to leave class for the 
remainder of that day’s class. 

http://www.dscc.edu/


Course Ground Rules  

  If leaving class early will ever be necessary, have a discussion and 
make an agreement with the teacher first. Leave the room only 
for urgent issues. 

Remove hats, hoods, and head bands while in class to 
demonstrate professional readiness to participate actively with 
others in class. Turn off cell phones, text messaging devices, and 
portable media devices. Remove all ear buds. Turn head and 
shoulders directly toward the front of the room. Remove ear 
buds and any blue tooth listening and speaking devices before 
entering the room. Be ready to listen and fully join discussions in 
class. Use portable media devices outside in the hall; 
before bringing them into the class room turn them off. Use 
these devices in class only when asked to do a class project or to 
type notes from the board. 

Take and send any cell phone messages before entering the 
classroom.  

Avoid doing what would disrupt or take away from a good 
learning experience.  

Comments and remarks are always expected to demonstrate 
respect for others and self.  

Share experiences and opinions generously. Be sure to let and 
encourage others to contribute too. Be willing to give 
constructive feedback and take this too.  

All class meetings will be treated as a professional meeting and 
will use professional conduct and courtesy much as is done 
professionally in a court of law. For example, remove hats, 
sunglasses, sweat bands and recreational head gear.  

Any logos and remarks on clothing items will have to be 
comments that demonstrate respect for others and self. 

Professional courtesy is expected in all class interactions.  

Routinely follow all time schedules and due dates. 

Ignoring any use of professional behavior will result in losing 
points on work and student may be asked to leave the classroom 



setting at the discretion of the instructor. 

E-mail  Please use the e-mail menu option within this course for all class 
related work and questions.  

Academic Dishonesty:  Plagiarism and cheating are serious offenses and will be 
punished by a failing grade 

Everyone has a responsibility to complete his/her own work in 
this class.  

Using work by anyone else is cheating.  

Giving away work for someone to copy is cheating. 

Turning in copies of purchased work is cheating. 

Turning in copies of point, click, copy, and paste work from other 
writers is cheating.  

Both a “within the sentence” citation and a full length citation at 
the end of work are always expected.  

“Mosaic plagiarism” is also considered as dishonesty. Please 
Goggle this term if this type of cheating is not a familiar concept. 

 The above practices are only a few of the methods considered as 
cheating or unacceptable work. See information referred to in the 
DSCC Code of Conduct and the "Academic Dishonesty" section of 
the DSCC college catalog for added details. 

DSCC Policies:  See the Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Policy at 
https://www.dscc.edu/Fraud2004.htm )  

Student Handbook 
(https://www.dscc.edu/Catalog2005/DSCCHandbook2005.pdf)  

• Americans With Disabilities Act  

• Firearms and Other Dangerous Weapons  

• Safety and Security  

• Sexual/Racial Harassment  

See the DSCC website and catalog for details.  

https://www.dscc.edu/Fraud2004.htm
https://www.dscc.edu/Catalog2005/DSCCHandbook2005.pdf


Learning Resource Center:   Contact the LRC or Library for assistance by calling (731)-286-
7780 on main campus. The GCC also has a LRC – see posted hours 
for librarian assistance. 

Students With Disabilities:  Dyersburg State Community College is committed to providing a 
discrimination free environment for all students. Students with 
disabilities are encouraged to inform the Campus Counselor 
about requesting specialized assistance one may need. Please 
notify the campus counselor, Sherry Baker, ADA Coordinator at 
(731) 286-3242 to discuss possible needed arrangements. The 
counselor will tell teachers if accommodations may be allowed. 

Syllabus Changes:  From time to time during the semester circumstances may make 
changes necessary to the course syllabus. Changes will be 
announced in email and to the class as needed.  

 

   

  


